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Abstract: The relationship between science and religion is one of the academic issues that have not been resolved completely until now. Although some universities in Indonesia and even Malaysia have developed academic traditions with the paradigm of integration of science, they still leave a fundamental problem related to aspects of scientific science developed with religion. To meet scientific and objective criteria, science must avoid the element of subjectivity of scientists, and eliminate the intersubjectivity of tradition and culture. This paper will analyze, especially to emphasize the position of philosophy in the development of religion-based science, as well as reflection for the development of philosophy of sciences. This paper will discuss two main problems, the investigation of the religious dimension for science, and the role of religion-based science development for the development of philosophy of sciences. The study found that in addition to the theoretical framework and scientific paradigm, there is one more thing that cannot be left behind in the process of developing science, namely the theological assumptions or theological dimensions of science. So that the basis of the development of science not only consists of theories and paradigms, but also theological assumptions. This article concludes that the theological dimension allows for the development of religion-based science.

Abstrak: Hubungan antara sains dan agama merupakan salah satu wacana yang belum selesai secara tuntas hingga saat ini. Meskipun beberapa perguruan tinggi di Indonesia bahkan Malaysia telah mengembangkan
tradisi akademik dengan paradigma integrasi ilmu, namun masih saja menyisakan persoalan mendasar terkait tingkat keilmiahan sains yang dikembangkan dengan agama. Untuk memenuhi kriteria ilmiah dan obyektif, sains harus terhindar dari unsur subjektivitas para ilmuwan, dan menghilangkan intersubjektivitas tradisi dan budaya. Makalah ini akan menganalisis, terutama untuk menegaskan posisi ilmu filosaf dalam pengembangan ilmu berbasis agama, serta refleksi untuk pengembangan ilmu filosaf. Makalah ini akan membahas dua masalah utama, penyelidikan tentang dimensi agama untuk sains, dan peran pengembangan sains berbasis agama untuk pengembangan ilmu filosaf. Studi ini menemukan bahwa selain kerangka teoretis dan paradigma ilmiah, ada satu hal lagi yang tidak dapat ditinggalkan dalam proses pengembangan sains, yaitu asumsi teologis atau dimensi teologis sains. Sehingga dasar pengembangan sains bukan hanya terdiri dari teori dan paradigma, namun juga asumsi teologis. Artikel ini menyiapkan bahwa dengan dimensi teologis memungkinkan adanya pengembangan sains berbasis agama.
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A. Introduction

As a discourse, scientific integration, including the interconnection of Islam and Science, has been discussed for almost half a century. Not only theologian-religionist, but also scientist-academician have proposed their ideas, including integration, confirmation, islamization of science, scientification of islam, science of al-Qur’an, islamic science, and many more. However, one view is missing from the scientific integration discourse, a philosophical science view. The issue on scientific integration is indeed not only appealing to be viewed as a scientific discourse, but will be even more properly viewed from the philosophical science perspective. Establishment of several state and private Islamic Universities in Indonesia, such as Universitas Islam Negeri, Universitas Nahdatul Ulama, Universitas Muhammadiyah, UNIDA Gontor, after long process of institutional conversion, promotes the issue beyond discourse to be an integrative scientific paradigm with specific characteristic. Several universities aforementioned above even developed the unique scientific tradition in which religion is an inseperable part of a scientific building. From philosophical perspective, scientific development in those universities
produces fundamental problem, can religion-based science be scientific. For science to be scientific, science has to be avoided from the subjectivity of the scientists and distanced from the intersubjectivity with tradition and culture. And with the incessancy of the science and religion integration, philosophical science has to view this as a sophisticated issue which needs to be solved.

The idea to connect science and religion has developed into a reasoning consideration and even scientific paradigm, e.g Scientific Integration based on Perennial Philosophy,¹ Islamization of Science,² Scientificization of Islam,³ Scientific Integration-Interconnection,⁴ and many more. In the context of scientific philosophy, the scientific paradigm on the interconnection between science and religion, will only has an unprecedented significance, if it was proceeded with a product of new science based on religion, or Theistical Science as a form of science which in unison with religion, or Islamic Science as science cohered with Islamic religion.

Along with those development, the study of the al-Qur’an also seems to develop its discourse area into the Scientific Philosophy. The scientific paradigm built by several State Islamic University or Universtas Islam Negeri [UIN] in Indonesia, also establish al-Qur’an as the basis for its scientific development. To just name a few, UIN Jakarta has Re-integration of Sciences in Islam; UIN Yogyakarta with the concept of Integraion-Interconnection presented in a Spider Web of Sciences metaphor; UIN

---


³ This thought was built by historians and culturalists Kuntowijoyo. Further read Kuntowijoyo, Islam Sebagai Ilmu: Epistemologi, Metodologi, Dan Etika (Bandung: Teraju, 2004).

⁴ This idea was built by M. Amin Abdullah. See “Profil Kompetensi Akademik Lulusan Program Pascasarjana Perguruan Tinggi Agama Islam Dalam Era Masyarakat Berubah”, Presented in the Meeting and Consultation of the Director of the Post-Graduate Program of Islamic Higher Education, Hotel Setiabudi, Jakarta, 24-25 November 2002.
Malang with a concept of Scientific Integration in Islam in a Tree of Sciences metaphor; UIN Bandung with Revelation Guides Science shown as a Wheel metaphor. UIN Makassar with “Integration and Interconnection of Science and Theology concept with a Pine Cells metaphor; UIN Pekanbaru with the concept of Reinforcing the Existence of Scientific Metaphysics in Islam.⁵ Lately, UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya has also developed its own scientific paradigm with Integrated Twin-Towers.⁶

Prior to that, several ideas have been developed which offers scientific models to connect al-Qur’an and Science with Harun Yahya-ism⁷ and Bucailism⁸ being the most popular among others. Both of those scientific models aimed to find the congruence of scientific findings with verse in al-Qur’an. These models received critiques, mainly because scientific findings are not guaranteed to not be changed in the future. Hence, assuming al-Qur’an similar to something changeable also means that al-Qur’an is changeable as well.⁹ This model, in the Malaysian Moslem scientific community, is known as "model remeh",¹⁰ for its nature to not considering the relativity and mortality of scientific findings and scientific

---


⁸ This model uses the name Maurice Bucaille, a French medical expert, who once shocked the Islamic world when writing a book entitled “La Bible, le Coran et la Science”. See Maurice Bucaille, Bibel, Qur’an and Sains Modern, trans. A. Rayidi (Jakarta: Bulan Bintang, 1992).

⁹ Sharp criticisms of this approach were put forward by Ziauddin Sardar, who said that Bucailism contained a false logic. See Ziauddin Sardar, Islamic Futures: The Shapes of Ideas to Come (New York: Mansell, 1985), p. 20.
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theories compared to the unadulterated nature and immortality of al-Qur’an.

Apart from them, physicist Mehdi Golshani, produced works such “The Holy Qur’an” and “Sciences of Nature”\textsuperscript{11} in the 1980s as his early quest to connect science and Islam based on al-Qur’an. To support his ideas, in 2004, Golshani wrote Issues in Islam and Science”.\textsuperscript{12} Golshani made a distinction between what he referred as ”Islamic science” and ”Secular science” with a reasoning that metaphysical assumptions are often could be rooted to religious view.\textsuperscript{13} In Indonesia, historian and humanist Kuntowijoyo with his Islamic Scientifi cation also positioned al-Qur’an as the basis for science development.\textsuperscript{14} The idea for scientifi cation of Islam, in its application, is produced by undergoing several processes. First, the source of knowledge and truth in religion is in the form of Gods revelation, al-Qur’an. This religious truth is then manifested as the form of humans reasoning achievement, with logical and ethical standards, known as theoanthropocentric. That would trigger differentiation, the unification of religion in every living aspects and activities, such as politics, economy, law, and culture. The end product of this process is the birth of integralistic science, science in which not only connect, but unify Gods revelation and human reasoning.\textsuperscript{15}

In the context of Philosophy of Science, an idea could develop into scientific paradigm if it fulfilled at least three main characteristics: first, the idea has a convention or consensus from the scientific community,\textsuperscript{16} meaning that the idea is supported by groups of scientific community or researchers; second, the idea has been structurized in the consciousness, or has become a mindset, therefore, a unique scientiﬁc tradition and culture can be formed; and the third, the idea is supported by considerable amount of

\textsuperscript{11} This book is published in a translation edition, see Mahdi Golshani, Filsafat Sains Menurut Al-Qur’an (Bandung: Mizan, 1988).
\textsuperscript{14} See Kuntowijoyo, Islam Sebagai Ilmu: Epistemologi, Metodologi, Dan Etika.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid., p. 55.
\textsuperscript{16} See David Novitz, Picture and Their Use in Communication: A Philosophical Essay (Netherland: The Hague, 19177), p. 77.
supportive works as auxiliary hypotheses”\textsuperscript{17}, which develop the idea into a specific scientific aspect, and break it down into a more practical-applicative area in the form of methodology and research methods. With this main characteristics, not all scientific ideas could then be positioned into scientific paradigm, no matter how genuine and how sophisticated they are. Hence, scientific idea with the highest probability to become a scientific paradigm is the idea that is developed into scientific building in universities or scientific institutions.\textsuperscript{18} However, it still need to be noted, that no matter how advanced or sophisticated the scientific paradigm is, in time, it will undergoes anomaly, and then crisis, and finally paradigm shifting. Such trend is inevitable, because only by that process, science is able to be developed.

As a mindset [collective], the characteristic of scientific paradigm is similar to system [thought], and in time it has to updated and changed, and its form as a tradition and culture [scientific], will also experience upgrade and development. This is where the scientific paradigm developed by several Islamic Universities showed its significance, as well as becoming a new scientific chapter, which not only fulfilled the criteria to be scientific paradigm, but more than that, could be more effective to perform its function as a basis for scientific development in new systems.

With such framework, this paper will analyze, mainly to assert the position of philosophical science in the development of religion-based science, as well as a reflection for the development of philosophical science. This paper will address two main problems, investigation on the religious dimension for science, and the role of religion-based science development for the development of philosophical science.

### B. Theology of Science as A New Dimension for Science

The constructed new scientific building of religion-based science, turns out resulted in the formation of a new dimension in science which linked to the Islamic aspect of science. Literally, dimension is defined as


aspect, feature, element, angle, or side of a situation or problem. Dimension could also be defined as size, proportion, length, depth, volume, capacity. By no means to discuss it further into philosophical and logical realm, the definition of dimension is identical with accidention and closely related to substantion in philosophical discourse,¹⁹ or interpreted as extension which in the logical discourse is related to intention,²⁰ or in Manthiq which has al-mafhum wa al-mashadaq,²¹ then dimension could be defined as mashadaq.

From several definitions mentioned above, dimension could be simply defined as side, aspect, feature, element, facet, and range of a thing, which by having dimension, that thing could be understood comprehensively and in detail, and in the absence of dimension, that thing is space-less and therefore incomprehensible. If one dimension is lost, than it loses one comprehensive characteristics and details. In contrary, if another dimension is found, then the definition will be more comprehensive and more detailed. Therefore, the definition of scientific dimension is the side, aspect, feature, element, facet and range of science, which in its presence, science can be understood in a comprehensive and detailed manner, and without its presence, science will be unbounded, hence, incomprehensive. And similar to the basic characteristics of dimension, if another scientific dimension was to be found, the definition of science will be more comprehensive and detailed.

Considering this definition, therefore, in a project of the development of science, the dimension of science is not only a consideration matter, but even more, it should always exist and in conjuction. Thus, internally, the consciousness on the existence of this dimension of science

¹⁹ In the study of philosophy, accident is “an attribute which may or may not belong to a subject, without affecting its essence”. See William Keith Chambers Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), p. 148.

²⁰ “Intention and extension” is usually also called “connotation and denotation”. Intention is “content” contained in the term, while extension is “scope” designated term. Compare Ali Abri, Pengantar Logika Tradisional (Surabaya: National Business, 1994), p. 54.

²¹ In a study of Science Manthiq there is discussion about the actual meaning of lafadz regarding the content and breadth of the concept of (al-tashawwur) consisting of al-understand and al-maṣadaq. Al- Mafhum is “المعنى الذي يُبَحَل على النَّفْق الكَلِّي” (Meaning or understanding shown by lafadz kulli), while al-mashadaq is “المفهوم الذي يُبَحَل على النَّفْق ذَلِك” (Individuals intended by that meaning or description). See Motahhari, al-Durus al-Manthiqi, (Cairo: Madrasah al-Islamiy ah al-Mishriyah, 1986), p. 31.
permits the scientific works or the scientific development programs to be realistic, rational, ethical, and religious, since not a single aspect that needs to be considered is missed. Externally, it awakes the realization that science is multi-aspect. Therefore, science, whether as a scientific activity or scientific product, has many aspects or sides, which each one of those could basically be used as a point of view. However, the success of revealing science from a certain perspective, has to be remembered or remain under consciousness that it is just a success of viewing it from one perspective.

By having this definition, the dimension of science is not merely an external side of science, because the dimension of science will always follow any scientific works and has to have a serious attention in every scientific works. And yet, despite always following any scientific works, the success of any scientific work also depends on other aspects beyond the core element of the scientific works. Similar to substantion which could hardly be understood without accidetion, intention or al-mafhum will be meaningless without extension or al-maṣadaq.\textsuperscript{22}

In line with the layers of scientific building, science has three working areas: logic, culture, and religion, or in a technical term: theory, scientific paradigm, and scientific theology. Based on those three working areas of science, the dimension of science could then be divided into the same areas.

1. Area of Logic or Theory

Within the area of theory, there are three aspects of science: logic, language, and mathematics. First, the aspect of logic; with this aspect, science can be viewed from the perspective of internal consistency to scientifc propositions which emphasizes the formal law of logic approach.\textsuperscript{23} From the same perspective, science can be understood as a logico-inductive system, therefore, scientific works are mainly a coherent logical explanation on order, which in its time, scientist found it in nature.\textsuperscript{24}


\textsuperscript{24} Taylor stated: a logical coherent account of that order which the scientist of the time finds in nature. See F. Sherwood Taylor, \textit{A Short History of Science and Scientific Thought} (Baltimore: Pelican, 1963), p. 3.
Second, aspects of language; this aspect brings scientific work as a building or linguistic arrangements, not more than a set of signs with certain specific relationships with one another, with objects, and with practice.25 From this point of view, Richard Schlegel’s perspective is understandable, than science is a construction of language.26

Third, the mathematical aspects; this aspect emphasizes the quantitative aspect and the quantification process in science. However, an excessive mathematical perspective will bring science as knowledge which must then be expressed by mathematical formulas. As a consequence of this mathematical aspect, in scientific work, facts are observed and grouped, then quantitative rules are formulated and proven, which include the application of mathematical reasoning and data analysis of natural phenomenon.27

2. Area of scientific culture or paradigm

In this area of scientific culture or paradigm, there are a number of dimensions for science: first, the sociological dimension; this dimension invites scientific work to be in a social institution, as well as a social activity, which is in a network of habits and roles.28 It is from this sociological aspect that the scientific research community is known.29 In further developments, this dimension grew into a separate scientific discipline called Sociology of Science. Sociology of Science is the study of the development of science, especially those relating to the underlying social conditions, including the social effects of science, and social structures that influence the process of scientific activity. Sociology of Science also concentrates on seeing the

---


characteristics of science in a scientific tradition and institution.\textsuperscript{30} Among the originators of Sociology of Science were Harry Collins, Paul Feyerabend, Steve Fuller, Thomas Kuhn, etc. Apart from the aforementioned name, there is Robert Ketton, but he is more classified as a developer of the Sociology of Scientists.

Second, the historical dimension; the historical dimension of science brings scientific activity to see science as a very powerful force in history in building human social existence in a new direction.\textsuperscript{31} In addition, it also brings scientific activities to not denying the historical factors of science, and that finally there is an awareness that science is a historical product that has historic characteristics. In its development, the scientific view on the historical aspect of science was born as a field of science known as History of Science. Although the search for science, in terms of growth and development, e.g. the history of the history of kalam, the history of jurisprudence, the history of philosophy, etc. has been carried out, but the History of Science is a discipline that reveals the growth and ups and downs of scientific theory\textsuperscript{32} and the trend on the development of science from its historic aspect, as a historic product with the characteritic of human and social construction.\textsuperscript{33} Thomas S. Kuhn is the key figure in the birth of Sociology of Science.

Third, the psychological dimension; this dimension brings scientific works to look at the attitudes and behavior of scientists and the scientific community as well as the influence on their concept of reasoning. This dimension also undergoes development into a new scientific discipline called Psychology of Science. In general, this science studies the thoughts, attitudes, cognitive development, personality, motivation, and behavior of individuals and organizations involved in the construction of theories, which
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studies scientific or mathematical concepts, model formation, including those working in the field of technology.\textsuperscript{34}

Fourth, the dimension of anthropology; this dimension brings scientific works to a realization that the cultural trends of scientists and the scientific community contribute and influence the scientific works itself. By utilizing the typical concept of cultural anthropology, this dimension is also confirmed to be the Anthropology of Science. The scientific contribution of the Anthropology of Science is to provide valuable unique insights into the way science works in its cultural context.\textsuperscript{35} In addition to these four dimensions, several publications also mention other dimensions, namely the economic dimension\textsuperscript{36} dan political dimension.\textsuperscript{37}

3. Area of religion or theology

As mentioned earlier, the constructed scientific building of Islamic science has opened the potential to emerge a new dimension of science, as a consequence of the accessibility of religious or theological domains. It is called "accessibility", because the existence of this area of religion or theology in scientific buildings is indeed not completely non-existent, but it is not completely accessible yet, it remains sanctioned, and even if it had been seen, it would still be deliberately denied. So, with the discovery of this new "glasses", and at the same time, by the emergence of this new perspective which put religion as an inseparable part of the scientific building, the existence of religion or theology becomes 'tangible' and its position and role could be clearly defined. From this point, it is only natural that some groups would view that the correct definition of the meeting between religion and science is not integration, but [re] integration or [re] unification, because religion and science is actually integrated or united from the beginning, and it is the human perspective which separates it, and even more, contrasts it.


\textsuperscript{36} This dimension sees science as a productive force, which without this, scientific work will produce nothing. So that science is a “major factor in the maintenance and development of production”. See JD. Bernal, “Science in History,” in \textit{The Emergence of Science}, Volume 1 (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1979), p.31.

\textsuperscript{37} Haberer, “Politicalization in Science,” p. 713-724.
If in the two previous regions, several scientific dimensions or science were found, indeed in the area of religion, several dimensions also exist in order to understand the existence of religious aspects of science, or the theological aspects of science. In relation to this religious or theological aspects, to simply give the term, it is called theology of science. This term is chosen not without any reasoning. Prof. Amin Abdullah, in several of his articles, briefly mentioned and used the term "theology of science" as the efforts to position religion, more specifically the Qur'an, as the basis for the development of knowledge, ethical basis, and wisdom.\textsuperscript{38} The existence of the theology of science means that there is a theological dimension in science which presupposes scientific work or the development of science within the framework of religion. In addition, it also provides the possibility to see science from the theological point of view.

Similar to the two previous regions, the area of religion, as a part of this theological dimension, also has several elements. First, the elements of the Qur'an, this element brings the scientific works to the framework of the Qur'an. The meaning of within the framework of the Qur'an is certainly not radically and suddenly rooted scientific findings to the Qur'an, nor does it directly "lower" the verses of the Qur'an to the area of knowledge, but by heeding the scientific standards and ethics in every scientific activity, to avoid fatal mistakes that are not in line, or even more, contrary to the Qur'an. By this definition, then the position of Qur'an in the scientific works is not to measure the truth as the general public understands it, but rather to measure the error, in the sense of 'where' from the Qur'an has been violated by science. With this mindset, the correctness of scientific works is not measured by showing which verses justify it, but by passing the error test based on the Qur'an. In a concrete definition, if with all well-reasoned perspective, not a part of the Qur'an has been violated, misinterpreted, or deliberately opposed, then the development of science must be regarded as not wrong, but still not losing its value as non-immortal.

Second, the element of faith; like the elements of the Qur'an, the element of faith also brings scientific work within the framework of faith. The words 'in framework' are clearly not to question or doubt them. And even though it is also not intended to prove it, it serves to manifest faith with the best efforts. Third, the element of worship; this element provokes the

\textsuperscript{38} "Profil Kompetensi Akademik Lulusan Program Pascasarjana Perguruan Tinggi Agama Islam Dalam Era Masyarakat Berubah."
view that scientific work is also worship. To get to this dimension of worship, of course there are several conditions, including not breaking the rules, not cheating, and most importantly, being able to pass through the barriers of egocentrism, to lillahi rabbil 'alamin. Fourth, moral elements; this element requires scientific work to suppress the primitive nature, lust, and regulates sacred wishes.

In addition to the four elements above, some groups see the importance of preaching and good deeds as the framework or context of scientific work. These two things are actually important issues, but they are incomparable if they are aligned with faith, worship and morals. More than that, every activity, including scientific activities, if carried out within the framework of faith, worship, morals, and within the framework of the Qur'an, it is automatically a good deed and at the same time as a mission. As with sociological aspects, historical aspects, anthropological aspects, psychological aspects, etc., this theological aspect can continue to be sharpened and expanded.

C. Theology as the Mother of All Sciences [?]

Before being elaborated further, although this study often termed as theology, it needs to be conveyed, that this term is given a fairly loose definition, including the theological dimension with all its elements, as mentioned in the previous section, namely 'reason' of faith, worship, morals, and the Qur'an. In addition, theology is also interpreted as aqeedah, because of its close meaning to faith. Additional question mark [?] on this theme is used because the purpose of this discussion is still an initial experiment, a 'dream'.

However, the initial experiment needs to be continued, and the 'dream' had to be realized, because there were at least four ideas that inspired it, to not say based on. First, related to a Study Program at the Faculty of Ushuluddin which had been liquidated with the issuance of PMA in 2009, namely Aqeedah and Philosophy (AF). AF as the name of the department (study program), are refered to the leading Islamic universities in the world.

39See Regulation of the Minister of Religion of the Republic of Indonesia Articles 36b of 2009 concerning Determination of the Establishment of Academic Sciences and Degrees in the College of Religion, and more clearly translated by the issuance of the Director General of Islamic Education Decree No. 3389 of 2013 concerning Naming Islamic Higher Education Faculties and Departments at the 2013 Islamic College.
But lately PMA eliminated this nomenclature, by offering other names, namely the Aqeedah Science, Religious Philosophy, Akhlak Tasawuf, and others. Indeed, it must be admitted, the Aqeedah Science as the name of the study program has never been established, and many even proposed to return to their original names as AF, and in fact at the beginning of 2016 there were universities in East Java that obtained the license to administer the S3 program with the AF study program. Aqeedah and Philosophy, are actually a unison. In Islam philosophizing should be in the framework of aqeedah, and Aqeedah must continue to be reflected, and contemplated, as deeply as possible, so that thoughts, attitudes, and behaviors of believing human beings continue to move actively, dynamically, productively, driven by His faith is in his position as Muharrrik (driving force). In other words, the faith must be followed by smart thought and smart work.

Second, there is one article written by Dr. Hamim Ilyas, entitled: "Integrating Private Piety with Public Piety in the Perspective of Kalam: Strong Aqeedah, Great Productivity". In general, this article outlines the functional nature of aqeedah as the basis of people to become superior and outperforms other peoples, which in the present era is in the form of science, technology, commodities, and works that benefit others.\(^\text{40}\)

Third, paper by Prof. Amin Abdullah entitled: "Renewal of Islamic Thought and the Need for Aqeedah Fundamentalism." In essence, the paper contributes on the importance of embedding the aqeedah in a correct manner for the thoughts, movements, attitudes and behavior of Muslims, while taking into account for various nuances, personal development, social and wealth dynamics solely for the Islam. Thus, in carrying out religious life, it will avoid the emergence of thoughts, movements, attitudes and behaviors that actually hurt the Mightiness of Islam.\(^\text{41}\)

Fourth, starting in 2016, the Postgraduate Program of UNIDA Gontor has held a S3 program with the Department Islamic Aqeedah-Philosophy, with the tagline: "Aqidah Islamiyah, the mother of sciences".


\(^{41}\) M. Amin Abdullah, “Pembaharuan Pemikiran Islam Dan Perlunya Pendasaran Aqidah” (presented at the International Seminar of Cooperation between Muhammadiyah University Prof. Dr. Hamka with The Perlis Malaysia Kingdom, Aryaduta Hotel, Jakarta, February 19, 2007).
Without discussing it further, but as the name implies, at a glance this tagline the word aqeedah is placed earlier than the word philosophy. And by using the Lakatosian model, it is not hardly understood.

By taking inspiration from the four ideas above, as well as in line with the major theme of this study, and as a consequence of the theological basis being accepted as an inseparable part of the scientific building, in time the "theology as the mother of all sciences" will be achieved. Of course this is not without basis, nor is it just a slogan, if theology (as a scientific basis, religious basis, basis of life), has really been underlying (as referred to by Prof. Amin Abdullah), functional (as Hamim Ilyas), and as Muharrik, who productively and creatively produces embryonic concepts, develops and nurture scientific tradition and scientific culture, finds new facts, new theories, and new methodologies in its form as scientific works that benefit life, humanity, and world survivability.

If it is true, even if it was in the future, that aqeedah or theology is the mother of all sciences, of course aqeedah or theology in question has surpassed [not denied] the 'traditional' understanding. If so far, 'traditionally', aqeedah is understood as a 'teaching' (doctrine), now it must be developed into, aqeedah as a 'lesson', in the sense of a 'room' of learning, which since "min al-mahdi ila al-lahdi" has not yet finished to be studied and will not be fully peeled. Aqidah, with such meaning, at the level of the faithful people will produce ethical behavior, high work ethic, and professionalism. In contrast to its meaning as 'teaching' which tends to be passive, theology in its meaning as 'lesson' is actually active, so the faithful people will continue to be productive, creative, and spread the benefits as widely as possible, within the limit of its ability, age, profession, and their respective circumstances.

In his position as the mother of science, theology, aqeedah, or faith, is the basis of 'the driving force', from which creative programs of scientific development, new concepts, new theories, new methodologies, new ways of solving scientific problems are born. This 'nature' of aqeedah started from the assumption that the 'passive' aqeedah is finished. If aqeedah continues to be studied, discussed, or taught no longer to strengthen, nourish, safeguard, rectify, purify, strengthen, and hold it tightly, but position it as a scientific basis, which actively push scientists in developing knowledge, moving religious activities to be dynamic and ethical, and triggers human life to build a victorious Islamic history and civilization. And so, realizing aqeedah in the
form of constructive and productive hard work is the right way so that aqeedah continues to be strong, straight, pure, and as equal.

More specifically, by positioning theology as the mother of sciences, then theology is intended as the basis of the building of scientific philosophy, methodology, and scientific practices. So the ‘acknowledgment’ of the existence of scientific theology is not denying the philosophical roles and positions within the scientific framework. Thus, it also does not deny its contemporary problems, including the development of science with various issues following it, but bringing scientific problems further through philosophical discourse to the deepest basis, the basis of theology. Thus, the theology of science is a region or area as: a). the basis of the development of sciences, which from the parent of theology will born the children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren of many sciences, and at the same time as b). basis for the integration of science, both among science, as well as between science and religion.

D. Theology of Science and Islamic Worldview

This discussion is not intended to uncover what is the substance of Islamic worldview, nor what is the basis and the elements. However, its position as the basis of developing science will be briefly explained. In addition, this section will view the possibility that a life perspective can be internalized in a person, including scientists, scientific tradition and culture, which indeed affects their attitudes, behavior, and scientific activities.

On several occasions and in several articles, Prof. Amin Abdullah also mentioned Worldview in discussing the idea of scientific integration between religion and science. So, it must be understood that the worldview is in the same sense as theology, including in its nature and position. Thus, the two terms and their positions are equal, and unified. In linguistic, the worldview is similar to the word weltanschauung or weltansicht (German) which translates to ‘world view’, which is actually similar with the term ‘way of life’ which is popular first. In fact, what is understood as a worldview is indeed a principle ‘way’ of life, which at the same time has a very broad scope, as wide as the world [the scientific world, the world of education, the world of politics, the world of economics, the world of adolescents, the world of work, business, etc.). The same is true of theology.

Conceptually, worldview is the beliefs, feelings and things that are in people’s minds that serve as a driving force for sustainability and social
and moral change.\textsuperscript{42} Thomas F Wall gives a clearer definition of the worldview as "a basic belief system that is integral to our essence, reality, and the meaning of existence"\textsuperscript{43}, while Alparslan Acikgencce defines worldview as a principle for every human behavior, including scientific and technological activities. Every human activity can eventually be traced to its life perspective, in the sense that human activity can be reduced to the concept of that life perspective.\textsuperscript{44}

As a concept, the word worldview, although added with Islam as in Islamic worldview, must be understood as a scientific technical term, which is unique to its discoverers and unique to the cultural traditions of its supporting scientific community. As a scientific technical term, of course, the term Islamic worldview has gone through a long and rigorous scientific development process. As with scientific works in general, in terms of constructing scientific concepts, sometimes unique new terms are used, including the term worldview, as Hamid Fahmy Zarkasyi states, is also a loan word\textsuperscript{45} which is intentionally used to facilitate making further articulations in a discourse.

In Islam, or more concretely, in the Islamic tradition, indeed the term Faith, Aqeedah, Tawheed, Morals, Shari’ah, are a number of terms that have been very historical, and seem to have more ‘sacred’ nuances, because they are obviously the basic teachings of Islam. The scholars know more about these terms, and so does Muslims in general are quite familiar with the term, although sometimes they don’t understand the meaning of it. Therefore, the development of the Islamic worldview concept will never be able to shift the concept (or even the teachings and lessons) of Faith, Aqeedah, Tawheed, Morals, and Shari’ah that are historical, and indeed it does not mean to do so. The concept of Islamic worldview will have

\textsuperscript{42} Ninian Smart, \textit{Worldview Crosscultural Explorations of Human Beliefs} (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, nd), p. 1-2.


\textsuperscript{45} Hamid Fahmi Zarkasyi, “Pandangan Hidup (Worldview) Sebagai Paradigma Keilmuan Islam & Islamisasi” (presented at the One Day Seminar on "Kritik Atas Epistemologi Islam dan Sains Modern", The Postgraduate Program Faculty of Economics, University of Brawijaya, Malang, 2009).
extraordinary significance, if its existence is viewed as an effort to translate
the teachings (and lessons) of Faith, Aqeedah, Tawheed, Morals, and
Shari’ah into a more functional realm, to answer scientific, Islamic,
humanitarian, and global challenges. Especially in the perspective of the
philosophy of science, its position as the basis of the development of science.
Although some groups view Islamic worldview as equal and meaningful to
the paradigm (Kuhnian), and therefore positioned in the paradigm area, but
in the perspective of Scientific Theology, the position of Islamic worldview
is in the theological area, aqeedah, faith, or basic region of religion
(ushuluddin).

As a concept, though ideal, Islamic worldview, just like Theological
Studies, are not to be maintained, also not to be protected from all forms of
danger, but to be lived and embodied in the real life, in the form of attitude
and personal behavior, and in the form of cultured social life, as a personal,
community, traditional and cultural perspective. However, a person, family,
academic community, or the scientific community, will not immediately
embodied Islamic perspective, if not through the process of living Islamic
cultural life, and it starts from small things, from daily problems that can be
encountered, and in accordance with their respective abilities. More than
that, the effort must be carried out continuously and in a gentle manner, even
naturally. Because, in principle, almost no person has no life perspective, nor
no way of life, although not necessarily the right life perspective, or maybe
even un-Islamic. But certainly, the formation of a life perspective on a
particular person or community occurs and goes by the accumulation of
experience (and definitely plus lessons) that is supported by its cultural
environment.

Understanding the worldview in this perspective, which tempts
people to identify as perspective, even though they are different, especially
in terms of work area. The perspective is glasses which not only makes
people appear more "stylist", but also can change, clarify, and exacerbate
views. And just like glasses, perspective can be removed and reused.
Meanwhile, worldview is the inner eye (the eye in the mind). And similar to
perspective, worldview can also change, clarify, and can make people more
confident in certain steps. But the difference from perspective, worldview
cannot be installed and released, because it is formed in a person through a
long process, in a complex environment of tradition and culture. In scientific
buildings, the worldview is in the area of theology of science, while that
perspective is in the realm of science theory, so it can be justified in changing
perspectives. This is where Islamic Worldview can be positioned and found its significance in the development of Islamic-based science, or Islamic science.

As such, its form in life (not in books or papers), is that Islamic worldview is the lifestyle which full of wisdom, uses realistic considerations, logical, ethical, and religious-- are embodied, which automatically affects the way a person behaves, acts, and views at any aspect of life and towards anyone, so that it is easy to draw a dividing line with anything that is not right and not good, while not having the slightest difficulty in receiving, and picking up anything what is right and good. And so, from such worldview, good behavior (not good according to himself), righteous behavior (not just according to the group), humane, peaceful, productive, constructive, optimistic, solutive, are achieved and not otherwise.

Similar to the theology of science, a person may quickly find information on the Islamic worldview, or informed about the importance of Islamic worldview in life. But to be able to internalize it so that it becomes the character, a way of life, to be him/herself, is a long process that may even took the whole life. In reality, someone who is considered capable of living according to a certain worldview, still depends on the maturity of his/her life. And so, implantation of 'awareness' to the theology of science or Islamic worldview is a process that leads to the entrance of religious recesses, so not only understand it, know it, get lessons and wisdom from it, nor even apply it in life, but to live in it.

E. Conclusion

What happened to several Islamic universities in Indonesia shows that the development of religion-based science is no longer hampered. The issue on the integration of science has also entered a new phase, from discourse, to a scientific paradigm, an integrative paradigm. The scientific development that put religion as the basis of the development has already in progress. Philosophical reflection on the development of religion-based science shows that in addition to the theoretical framework and the scientific paradigm, there is one more thing that cannot be left behind in the process of developing science, namely the theological assumption. The development of science as carried out in several Islamic Universities in Indonesia is increasingly affirming that the development of science cannot deny theological assumptions as an inseparable part of scientific building.
The scientific tradition that was developed not only integrates religious reasoning with scientific reasoning, but has also succeeded in finding new patterns by placing religion as the basis of the development of science.

With the opening of religious area in the science building, then as consequences it could open a new dimension in science, which brings scientific work to no longer able to deny the religious context. The new dimension is the theological dimension of science, that is the theology of science. In the study of philosophy of science, the existence of the theology of science on one hand is the basis of the integration of science, both between sciences and between science and religion [theology], and on the other hand, the theology of science is at the same time the basis of the development of the science which underlies the selection of scientific paradigms and theory as well as methodology in scientific works. Here the theology of science is transformed into a "worldview" of religion, or in this case the Islamic worldview, which plays a role as muharrir, so that it actively moves the productivity of scientific activities.

Furthermore, philosophical reflection on the development of religion-based science shows that science with its logical, empirical, rational, and factual nature can be placed in a complex and humane cultural context, and can even be placed in a normative and theological religious context. If all this time the cultural context has only made science non-objective and unscientific, in the construction of an integrative scientific paradigm, the precise position of culture has become more clarified. If the view on when science and religion are joined together was it gave birth to pseudo science because science conceding element of faith, or otherwise just makes faith weaker even lost since religion is possessed by scientific elements, but in this perspective, from the point of view of the philosophy of science, each role has become clear, in line and occupy a position, with its unique nature and function. [.]
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